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30s. 

It is from casual visits to ancient monuments, perhaps even more than to museums, 
that an interest in archreology is first aroused. As every excavator knows, these sites 
stimulate a lively curiosity and conjure up all sorts of imaginative pictures which 
ultimately are the raw material from which an informed public interest develops, 
and it is one of the tasks of the professional archreologist to publicise their authentic 
background and to direct the student to the proper sources of further information. 

Nicholas Thomas is particularly well qualified for this task and accomplishes 
it successfully by striking a middle path between romanticism and technical 
obscurantism. His book provides, in eminently practical form, a clear description 
of a large number of the most important and most visitable prehistoric monuments 
in England. It is introduced with an admirable summary of the current picture 
of the pre-Roman period and its peoples (an indispensable background) and a glossary 
of archreological terms. The main body of the work, the gazetteer of monuments, 
is a well-selected cross-section of the major monuments of the countryside, arranged 
alphabetically by counties and subdivided into periods. The information accompany
ing each site includes its exact location, with map reference, access from main roads, 
the location of any finds that have been discovered, and a concise, readable and always 
adequate description of its visible and excavated features. The bibilography at the 
end, listing such excavation reports or other detailed studies as are relevant (sites 
thus documented are marked with an asterisk), is one of the most valuable features 
of the book. Both introduction and gazetteer are well illustrated with plans and 
photographs of sites, reconstructions and objects, though it is distressing that the 
publishers have served the author very poorly in the standard of reproduction of 
some of these. One would also have liked to see a wider coverage of type objects, 
and not merely pottery, in the introduction. 

It would be surprising if no minor errors had crept into so detailed a work; 
two may be mentioned-the height of 50 ft. given for Silbury Hill, which will dismay 
those who have climbed it, and the mis-spelling of Chastleton (Oxon.)-and others 
will doubtless be reported and corrected in future editions. In general, however, 
one can express only admiration and gratitude for this Guide and recommend it as 
widely as possible. 

It is to be hoped that our good fortune in Britain in having so fine a tradition 
of literature on field monuments-ranging from the amiable itinerary of Jacquetta 
Hawkes's Guide to the Prehistoric and Roman Monuments in England and Wales 
through the "County Archreologies" to the detailed records of the V.C.H ., the 
Ministry site-guides and the Royal Commission inventories-will be noted abroad, 
where the neglect of this field is a crying scandal, even in Scandinavia. At home, 
the student of Roman Britain will be pleased to note that Mr. Thomas is preparing 
a companion volume of the monuments of that period. We look forward eagerly to it. 

STANLEY THOMAS 

BRITISH ARCHIEOLOGY: A BooK LIST. Council for British Archreology. 1960. 
44 pp. 5s. 6d. 

This is the successor to A Book List for Teachers, published in 1949, and contains 
a range of about 500 of the most useful works on general and regional archreology, 
local history and architecture from the Palreolithic to the Industrial Revolution in 
England, Scotland and Wales, together with some 300 books for children. It is 
arranged partly by periods, with subject sub-divisions, and partly into regional groups. 

The children's section will be gladly welcomed as a guide for teachers and those 
responsible for building up school libraries, and the adult list, as a broad selection 
of standard works, is fully representative of all degrees of scholarship and detail. 
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Though cnucism can always be levelled against any particular selection, the list 
must be admitted to be a satisfactory outcome of a Herculean, not to say Sisyphean, 
task. 

But who exactly will want such a list? Surely the amateurs, largely self-taught 
or with the background of the odd extra-mural course or training dig? It is unfair 
to assume that they "know what they want and know how to use books" and, though 
a professional will understand why the various books are included, the student may 
well be dismayed to find such works as those of the Quennells or Noel-Hume's 
Archaology in Britain side by side with Singer's History .of Technology and Garrod's 
Upper Palaolithic Age in Britain. It would not have been unduly difficult to provide 
not only a list but also guidance how to use it-the sort of advice a teacher gives 
verbally to his students and it is my opinion that the decision to omit this was wrong. 

Nevertheless, the list is very welcome; it is tastefully designed, clearly printed 
and full of useful and interesting material. No one who uses it can fail either to be 
directed towards a deeper knowledge of his own field or led off along some new and 
exciting byway of history. 

STANLEY THOMAS 

LEICESTERSHIRE AND RUTLAND 
BIBLIOGRAPHY, 1959-60 

The following books and articles relating to Leicestershire and Rutland were 
published in the year ended 31 March 1960. Books reviewed in these Transactions 
are not included. 
R. Abbott, "The Building of the Great Central Railway" : Journal of Transport 

History, iv (1959-60), 81-4. 
L. Dawson, "250 Years of the Quorn": Country Life, oxxvii (1960), 260. 
C. Hadfield, "The Grand Junction Canal": Journal of Transport History, 1v 

(1959-60) 96-II2. 
R. M . Hoare, "The Restoration of the Ceiling in the Salon at Lowesby Hall" : 

International Institute of Conservation News, i (1960), 8. 
C. Hussey, "Prestwold Hall": Country Life, cxxv (1959), 828, 890, 948. 
N. Pevsner, The Buildings of England: Leicestershire and Rutland (Penguin Books, 

1960). 
H. Pollins, "The Last Main Railway Line to London": Journal of Transport History, 

iv (1959-60), 85-95. 
E. S. Tonks, The Ironstone Railways and Tramways of the Midlands (I. Allan, 1959). 

Chap. x, pp. 82-220, deals with Leics. 

SHORT NOTES : 

St. Aidan's Church, Leicester: Architectural Review, cxxvi (1959), 287. 
Slate Headstone by Wm. Firrnadge, St. Mary de Castro, Leicester: Country Life, 

cxxvii (1960), 182. 
King's Mills, Castle Donington: ibid., cxxv (1959), II53. 


